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The latest additions to DK's Peekaboo series, these books feature big, bold pop-ups that jump from

the pages when babies and toddlers lift the flaps. As young children explore the spreads, they'll

learn to recognize, name, and describe different objects, providing a perfect early learning

opportunity and fun way to build book-handling skills. In this interactive book, flaps open up to reveal

a world of puppies hiding behind trees, popping out of a dog house, and more.
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I don't always pay attention to the ages of the books when buying for my toddler. A book is a book!

Granted, I mostly buy board books these days because paper pages get ripped. This is a board

book with flaps--perfect! The dogs that pop out from behind the flaps are a little on the delicate

side--they're made up of individual pieces to show the dogs moving. It's adorable.But if you have a

small child who excitedly grabs and sometimes accidentally damages things in the process, this

might not be the book for you. My kid nearly ripped the heads off of all of the dogs. So, we've put

the book away until he has a better grasp of motor skills and "gentle."A great book for a toddler on

the older side (preschool age + as described!).

I really like the pop up peekaboo books, but this is one of the weaker ones. This might sound silly,

but the others have more words and more diversity in the pop up flaps. Not just "peekaboo there he

is" under every one. My son still likes it, but prefers the farm and tractor ones.



A staple on my daughter's book shelf from 6 months to 2 years old. She loves the pop-up features. I

had to perform "surgery" on the dogs several times with scotch tape even though the paper they use

is fairly sturdy. But that's to be expected with a pop-up.

I'm putting the same review for each of these books that I bought. These books are sturdy because

the cover and pages are made of heavy cardboard. Each time you turn a page you are presented

with a flap that, when lifted, reveals a surprise. The stories are simple and I can see a child

interested in reading, learning to read simple words.

This is our second one of this book. I bought the first one when our granddaughter was young but

she loved it. Eventually the dogs were tore out. She is older now and still very much enjoys the new

one.

Love this book! My son has the tan dog in the book and what a surprise when he turned the page

and he was on one of them! This book has real toys that you can buy and is well made with pop

outs that are so much fun for your kids! We are very picky about books and this is a keeper!

Our daughter loves this book. Every time she lifts a flap she shouts booooo! It combines the best of

both worlds: lift the flap AND pop up! What more can you ask for? We also bought the Meow book

for Xmas.

This is a GREAT series! I read these Pop up Peekaboo books to my 9 month old, and he LOVES

them! He knows how to lift the flap and loves doing it again and again. Sure he tears the pages, I

just tape it up and at some point will be more than willing to replace each book. It won't last forever,

but believe me, you will get your money's worth!!!
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